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Have you ever built a snowman and discovered the next day that his grin has gotten a little crooked,

or his tree-branch arms have moved? And you've wondered . . . what do snowmen do at night? This

delightful wintertime tale reveals all! Caralyn Buehner's witty, imaginative verse offers many

amusing details about the secret life of snowmen and where they go at night, while Mark Buehner's

roly-poly snowmen are bursting with personality and charm. From the highly successful team that

created such winning titles as Fanny's Dream, Snowmen at Night is fabulous, frosty, and fun!
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A far happier idea of what happens to snowmen than "Frosty the Snowman". Author Caralyn

Buehner and her husband Mark Buehner (the book's illustrator) woke one morning to find that the

snowman they'd created the night before had surreptitiously moved several yards closer to their

front door. Inspired by their snow creature's apparent desire to move around and about, the

Buehners started speculating on the eventide activities of snowmen in general. The result is the

lovely and ludicrous "Snowmen At Night".As the young boy narrator tells it, one day he made a

snowman with coal eyes and mouth and a carrot nose. The next day he returned to his fine creation

only to find it looking all saggy baggy. This causes the boy to speculate, "What do snowmen do at

night?". The answer is clear. Snowmen like to go to the park drinking ice-cold cocoa made by (and

here it gets a little odd) "snowman mothers". Hm. Then they start to participate in their own very



particular games. These include races, skating on the frozen ponds, making snow angels, and

having fabulous snow fights. There's even some big time sledding down monstrous (but not too

scary) hills. Towards the end, you really can't blame the snowmen if they've lost an eye here or a

mitten there. Maybe they look a little bit worse for wear by the morning's light, but rest assured that

they've definitely had a good time while you slept.It's difficult for a person of my generation to read a

snowman book and not instantly think of old "Calvin and Hobbes" cartoons. The snowmen pictured

here are actually not too different from the ones pictured in Bill Watterson's strips, but they're

significantly less scary. I think you'll instantly gravitate to this book the minute you see the cover.
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